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A correspondence is established between N2, the class of sets of 
pairs of tapes defined by nondeterministic 2-taps finite automata, 
and L, the class of linear context-free languages. A second corre- 
spondence, which is one-one, between N~ and a subclass of t is found. 
This subclass of L is then characterized by expressions quite similar 
to regular expressions. It is indicated how to develop analogous 
characterizations for other subclasses of L 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Chomsky  and Schutzenberger (1963) introduced a subclass of 
the class of context-free languages (CFL's) by  restricting the forms of 
the productions in the grammars  used to generate the languages. Since 
this restriction amounts  to allowing at most  one nonterminal symbo l  
in the consequent of any  production, the resulting class of g rammars  is 
called the linear CF grammars .  In a very real sense, this class represents 
the lowest class of nonregular CFL's.  
In v iew of the correspondences known between various classes of 
automata  and classes of languages, it wou ld  be desirable to find a class 
of automata  wh ich  corresponds to the linear CFL's.  Such  a mach ine  
realization of the class might  render more  transparent many properties 
of the class, and  it might  yield proofs of properties of the class which  are 
simpler than those based on grammars .  
In Section II, we  define the class of nondeterministic multitape 
automata  and present several properties of the class. 
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In Section II I ,  we develop two correspondences between the class of 
sets of pairs of tapes defined by nondeterministic 2-tape automata nd 
the class of linear CFL's. The correspondences suggest that these 
automata do indeed yield a machine realization of the linear CFL's. 
In Section IV, we indicate how the correspondences of Section I I I  
yield simplified proofs of several properties of the CFL's. We further 
indicate the relationship between our work and that of Amar and 
Putzolu (1964, 1965), and we suggest generalizations of our results. 
1.2. An alphabet Z is any finite set of elements called letters. A tape 
over Z is a finite (possibly empty) string of letters of ~. We denote by 
L( t )  the number of letter occurrences in the tape t; and we let }, be the 
empty tape;i.e., L()0 = 0. We denote lements of 2 by lower-case Greek 
letters and tapes over Z by lower-case Roman letters. 
We shall assume familiarity with the various operations on tapes and 
sets of tapes (see, for example, Ginsburg, 1962) and with the concepts of 
unsolvability and undecidability. 
:DEFINITION 1. C a)  An n-tuple of tapes over 2 is an n-tuple (tl, • • • , t~} 
where each tl is a tape over Z. 
(b) Let A be a set of n-tuples of tapes, and let F be an m-ary oper- 
ation on tapes (F  = F ( t l ,  . . .  , t in ) ) .  Then F is extended to an m-ary 
operation on n4uples of tapes thus: 
F(  ( t~ ,  . . . , t~} ,  . . • , (t~m, . . . , t~m} ) 
= (F (  t~ 1, . . .  , hm)  , . . .  , F (  t ,  1, . . .  , tnm)} ;  
and to an m-ary operation on sets of n-tuples of tapes thus: 
F(A~ , . . .  ,Am) - -  {F(<t11,  . . .  , tn l>,  . . .  , <tim, " ' "  , turn)) :  the 
n-tuple <tl i, . . .  , t ,  ~> is in Ai}. 
(c) I s (Z )  is the universal set of n-tuples of tapes over 2. We shall 
often write Is when Z is clear from context. 
(d) Letting A X B denote the cross-product of A and B, we define 
[A] ~ recursively as follows: 
[A] t = A, 
[A] k+l = A X [A] k. 
Thus 
I~(Z) -- [Z*] ~. 
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II. NONDETERMINISTIC MULTITAPE AUTOMATA 
2.1. A nondeterministic n-tape automaton comprises a finite state con- 
trol and n input channels on each of which is a read-only scanning device. 
Each state of the finite control is associated with precisely one read head. 
On each of the input channels is encoded a tape t over some alphabet ~, 
in the form ate, where a and e are technical symbols (not in Z), the begin- 
tape and end-of-tape symbols respectively. 
InitiaIIy, all n read heads are positioned on their corresponding begin- 
tape symbols. At each time unit, the read head associated with the cur~ 
rent state of the automaton moves one square to the right, and reads the 
symbol on which it is then positioned; the automaton changes tate 
according to the current state and the symbol scanned. This process con- 
tines (defining a "path" of state-symbol pairs) until 1 =< k =< n end-of- 
tape symbols have been scanned, at which point the automaton halts 
and emits the answer "YES" or "NO"  according as the n-tuple on the 
input channels is accepted or not. The nondeterminicity of the model is 
reflected in that the automaton may be imagined as following a multi- 
tude of paths simultaneously; the input n-tuple is then said to be accepted 
iff at least one of the paths leads to a "YES" result. 
We now formalize the foregoing intuitive description. 
DEFINITION 2. A nondeterministic n-tape automaton, n-NDA, over 
is a 5-tuple A = (K, M, ~, So, F) where 
(1) K = K s U {ACC, RE J  I is a finite set of states; 
fK  X ~ ~ P(K  1) were P(R)  is the power set of R; 
(2) M: g 1X {~}--+P(K) 
Mis the next-state "function"; 
(3) ~: K 1 -* {1, . . .  , n} the tape-selector function; 
(4) So _c K s the set of initial states; 
(5) F = F 1 [J IACC} where F 1 C K I, the accepting states. N~ is the 
class of sets of n-tuples of tapes defined by n-NDA's. 
We formalize the concept of a computation by an n-NDA.  
DEFINITION 3. Let A = (K, M, ~, So, F) be an n-NDA over E. If the 
n-tuple of tapes (tl, . - .  , t~} is on the n tape channels of A, then the 
instantaneous description (i.d.) of A at time k is the (n q- 1)-tuple 
I~(k)  = (s, wl , . . .  , w~) where 
(1) s is a member of K; 
(2) for 1 <= i <-_ n, w~ is of the form x,~ny~ where xiy~ = atie and m is a 
special marker, not in ~. 
DEFINITION 4. An n-tuple of tapes (tl, . . -  , t~) over ~ is accepted by 
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n-NDA A = (K ,  M, 8, So, F)  iff there is a sequence of i.d.'s (i.e., a com- 
putation) I~(0)  = (So, wl °, . "  , WnO), " ' "  , I n (k )  = (sk, Wl k, " ' "  , Wn k) 
where 
rain (L(t~))  + 1 <= k ~ n + L(t l )  + . . .  + L(t~) 
such that: 
(1) So is in So, and, for all i, w~ ° = amtie. 
• w~ ~) where ~(si) r and wr ~ i (2) If In( i )  = (s i ,w l ,  ..  , = = xrmzyr 
for ~ in ~ U {~}, then I a ( i  + 1) (si+~ ~+1 w~l) = , ~)1 , " " " , where S i+ l  is 
i • i+ l  i i in M(s l ,  ~) and, for j # r w~ +1 = w~-, while w, = x, amy, .  
(3) s~ = ACC, and, for at least one 1 < i < n, w~ ~ = at~em. 
Remark 1. A 1-NDA is a nondeterministic finite automaton in the 
sense of Rabin and Scott (1959). Thus N~ is precisely the class of regular 
sets. 
2.2. We now present several results concerning the closure and charac- 
terization properties of N~. We state these results without proof, the 
proofs being available in Elgot and iVIezei (1965) and Rosenberg (1964, 
1965). For the purpose of citing credits, the theorems will have the no- 
tations " (EM)" ,  " (R)" ,  or "(EM, R) "  according as the results are due 
to Elgot and Mezei, Rosenberg, or Elgot and Mezei and Rosenberg inde- 
pendently. 
THEOREM 1 (R) .  I f  A is in N~, then the projection of A on any k ~ n 
coordinates is in Nk . 
COROLLARY 1.1 (EM). I f  A is in N~, then the projection of A on any 
n -- 1 coordinates i  in N~_~. 
COROLLARY 1.2 (R). I f  A is in N~ , then the projection of A on any co- 
ordinate is a regular set. 
THEOREM 2 (E!V[, P~). (a) For all n, N~ is closed under union. 
(b) For n > 1, N~ is not closed under the operations of complementation 
or intersection. 
Remark 2. The Boolean closure properties of N~ are a result of the co- 
extension of N1 and the class of sets of tapes defined by deterministic 
finite automata. 
THEOREM 3 (EM, R). For all n, N~ is closed under the operations of 
concatenation, closure, and reversal. 
We note that N~ is closed under precisely those operations which are 
used, in the one-tape case, to define regular expressions. This obser- 
vation presages the following result. 
DEFINITION 5. If ~ is an alphabet, we define 
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s, = (z x [{x}] U ({x} x z x [{x}] U ... U ([{x}] "-' x z). 
Then, an n-regular expression over ~ is a regular expression over S, .  
TI~EO~EM 4 (EM, R). For all n, N~ is the smallest class of subsets of 
I~( ~ ) which contains the finite sets of n-tuples of tapes over ~, and which is 
closed under a finite number of applications of the operations of union, 
concatenation, and closure. Theorem 4 can be paraphrased: 
THEOREM 4'. For all n, N~ is precisely the class of n-regular expressions. 
2.3. We now present results concerning the decision properties of N~. 
Again, proofs will be omitted; all proofs are presented in Rosenberg 
(1965). 
DEFINITION 6. If A is an n-NDA, then T(A)  is the set of n-tuples of 
tapes defined by A. 
THEOREM 5. For all n the following problems are solvable for an n-NDA 
A: 
(a) Is T (A)  = ca? 
(b) Is T (A)  finite? 
TUEOaEM 6. For n > 1, the following problems are unsolvable for 
n-NDA's A and B over an alphabet Z containing at least two letters: 
(a) Is T (A)  = /,(Z)? 
(b) Is T (A)O T(B)  = ~? 
That is, are T( A ) and T( B ) disjoint? 
(c) Is T (A  ) a subset of T(B)?  
(d) Is T (A)  = T(B)?  
In view of Theorem 4, we obtain the following interesting corollary of 
Theorem 6(d): 
COROLLARY 6.1. For n > 1, the equivalence problem for n-regular expres- 
sions is recurs?rely unsolvable. 
Let [:)~ be the class of sets of n-tuples of tapes defined by n-NDA's 
with single valued state transition functions; i.e., 
b,~ is easily seen to be the class of sets defined by deterministic n-tape 
automata. We then obtain the following result: 
THEOnE~ 7 (Fischer~). For n > 1, the problem of deciding, given an 
n-NDA A, whether or not T( A ) is in D~ is recurs?rely unsolvable. 
Private communication. A proof of this result is presented by Rosenberg 
(1%5). 
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With this background on N. ,  we are prepared to establish the cor- 
respondences between N2 and the linear CFL's  and to realize the implica- 
tions of these correspondences. 
I I I .  N~ AND THE LINEAR CFL's 
DEFINITION 7. A context-free grammar (CFG)  is a 4-tuple 
G = (V, T, ~0, P )  where 
(1) V is a finite alphabet; 
(2) T is a proper subset of V, the "terminal" alphabet; 
(3) ~0 is in V - T, the initial symbol; 
(4) P is a subset of (V - T) X (V*). 
We describe the process by means of which a grammar generates a
anguage. 
DEFINITION 8. I f  G = (V, T, a0, P )  is a CFG then 
(1) ~ -~ x, for a in V - T and x in V*, if (a, x) is in P. 
(2) a ~ x, for ¢ in V - T and x in V*, if there is a sequence 
a, a l ,  as , . . . ,  a~(n  _-> 1) of members of V - T, anda  sequence 
xl ,  y~, • • • , x~, y~, x~+1 of members of V* such that:  
(r --> X l~ lY l  
~l --~ x2q2y2 
and 
O'n--1 --+ Xnffnyn 
an ---~ Xn~-I 
x = xl x2 • • • x, x,+l y, • • • y~ Yl • 
L(G), the language generated by G, is the set of all x in T* such that 
o'o ==> x.  
We consider two restrictions on the form of members of P to obtain 
two subclasses of the CFL's. 
DEFINITION 9. A CFG G = (V, T, ~0, P )  is a regular grammar (RG)  
i fP i sasubseto f (V -  T) × (TUT(V-  T) ) .  
The relevance of RG's  to our development is made explicit in the 
following paraphrasing of a theorem by Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir 
(1961). 
THEOREM 8 (Bar-Hillel et al.). (a) Given an RG G = (V, T, ¢0, P) ,  
one can effectively find a regular expression over T denoting L( G). 
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(b) Conversely, given any regular expression over an alphabet T, one 
can effectively find an RG with terminal alphabet T which generates the set 
denoted by the regular expression. 
DEFINITION 10. A CFG G = (V, T, ao, P)  is a linear grammar (LG) 
if P is a subset of 
(V - -  T) × (TUT(V-  T) U(V-  T )TUT(V-  T)T). 
A CFL is linear if it is L(G) for some LG G. 
DEFINITION 11. An LG G = (V, T, a0, P)  is in standard form (is an 
SLG) if P is a subset of 
(V -  T) X (TUT(V- -  T) U(V-  T)T). 
Obviously, every RG is an SLG. We now show that every LG may be 
replaced by an SLG. 
LEMMA 1. Given an LG G = (V, T, a0, P) ,  one can e~eetivelyfind an
SLG G ~ such that L( G ~) = L( G). 
Proof. Let G 1 = (V 1, T, a0, p1) where 
(1) V 1 = V U {~o. : there are at least j members of P of the form 
(ak, "Fla~'~) for some ak in V - T and ~/i, ~2 in T}. 
(2) pi is obtained from P as follows: 
(a) If (a, ~,) is in P for a in V - T and ~/in T, then (~, ~) is in p1. 
(b) If (~1,7a2) or (~1, a2~') is in P for z l ,  as in V -- T and ~, in T, 
then that ordered pair is in P~. 
(c) For every pair of the form (ai,  ~'1a~'72) in P where ai,  a~ are in 
V -- T, and ~,  72 are in T, the pairs (a~, "yla~k) and (ajk, a/72) are added 
to P~ where/c is the least integer such that no pair of the form (a~,  x) 
appears in P~ yet. 
Obviously G ~ is an SLG, and L(G 1) = L(G). We merely delay the 
addition of some right hand symbols. Q.E.D. 
We shall often refer to members of P as rules or productions. 
In view of Theorems 4 and 8, we obtain the following result. We denote 
by t r the reversal of the tape t and by A the singleton IX}. 
THEOnE~ 9. I f  A is in N~ , one can effectively find an SLG G such that 
L(G) = {xy+: (x, y) is in A - h}. 
Proof. Since, by Theorem 4, A can be represented as a 2-regular ex- 
pression over some alphabet Z, one can effectively find an RG H - 
(V, $2, ao, P,)~ such that L (H)  = A. 
We construct an SLG G = ( (V  - S~) U~, ~, ~o, P )  from H as 
S~ is as in Definition 5. 
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follows: 
(1) For (~1, (~, X}~2) in P~,  add (¢1, ~¢2) to P. 
(2) For (~x, (X, ~}¢2) in P , ,  add (¢1, ¢2~) to P. 
(3) For (~, (y, X}) or (~, (k, ~)) in Pa ,  add (~, 7) to P. 
Obviously, G is an SLG. Moreover, one can easily see that whenever 
(x, y} is in A - A, xy r is in L(G) ; conversely, every string z in L(G) can 
be parsed into the form z = xy r where (x, y) is in A - A. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 9 is existential in the sense that it asserts that, for every 
string z in L(G), there exists a parsing into the desired form; this parsing 
is not, however, transparent. Indeed, to find the parsing one must deter- 
mine the sequence of productions used to generate the string. In fact, 
many members of A -- A may correspond to the same string in L(G). 
This lack of a one-one correspondence (i.e., the fact that the mapping 
presented is a homomorphism from A - A --* L(G))  means that we 
can present only a similarly existential converse to Theorem 9. The type 
of many-one correspondence d veloped in these theorems is analogous 
to the "weak equivalence" that linguists speak of. This converse map- 
ping in effect chooses a subset of A - A in which no two pairs map onto 
the same string in L(G). 
THEOREM 10. C~:ven an LG G = ( V, T, ~o , P), one can effectively find a 
2-NDA A such that, whenever (x, y} is in T (A) ,  then xy r is in L(G), 
and L( G) is so exhausted. 
Proof. The construction of the 2-NDA A proceeds in three steps: 
(1) Find an SLG G 1 = ( V I, T, ~0, P~) such that L ( G ~) = L(G). (2) Find 
an RG H = (W, S, ¢0, PH) which generates the desired T(A) .  (3) From 
the 2-regular expression denoting T(A) ,  construct A. 
We present he construction only for step (2). The construction for 
step (1) is described in Lemma 1, and the one for step (3) is described by 
Rosenberg (1965) in his proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Starting with the SLGG ~ = (V ~, T, cro, p1) obtained from G, 
H = (W, S, ~0, PH) is constructed as follows: 
(1) W = (V ~ - T) (3(T X A) U(A X T). 
(2) ~=(T×A)  tJ(A×T). 
(3) If (¢1, ~,a~) is in P~ for el ,  a2 in V 1 -- T and T in T add 
(~1, (~, x)~) to P .  ; 
If (al, a2~) is in p1 for ~1, ~2 in V 1 -- T and 7 in T, add (al, (k, -/}~) 
to PH ; 
If (~, ~,) is in P~ for a in V 1 - T and "/in T, add (~, (~,)~}) to P , .  
Obviously H is an RG, and, whenever a string z is in L(G), there is a 
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parsing (which is effective via G) of z to the form xy ~ such that the pair 
(x, y} isin L(H) = T(A) .  Q.E.D. 
Theorems 9 and 10 justify our assertion that the class of 2-NDA's rep- 
resents a machine realization of L, the class of linear CFL's. This asser- 
tion may be put in the following form: 
THEOREM 11. A language L is a linear CFL if, and only if, every string 
z in L can be parsed into the form z = xy such that the set {@, J}} so ob- 
tained is in N2. 
Proof. If L is a linear CFL, then Theorem 10 asserts the existence of 
such a parsing. 
Conversely, if there exists such a parsing, then Theorem 9 asserts the 
existence of a linear grammar which generates {xyr: @, y} is in A}. This 
latter set is L. It thus follows that L is a linear CFL. Q.E.D. 
The existential nature of Theorems 9-11 render them somewhat un- 
satisfying. For this reason, we now present a stronger pair of Theorems 
which demonstrate a one-one correspondence b tween N~ and the class of 
linear CFL's. The price paid for this added strength is that the mapping 
will be between N2 and a very restricted subclass of L. The one-one cot- 
respondence we now develop is similar to "strong equivalence" as dis- 
cussed by linguists. 
THEOREM 12 (Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961). I f  A is in N2, 
then one can effectively find an SLG G such that L( G) = {x~y~: (x, y} is in 
A - A, and ~ is not in the alphabet over which A is encoded}. 
Proof. The proof presented by Bar-Hillel et al. is unduly complicated 
since they did not know of Theorem 4. 
We merely sketch the construction of G since the construction is much 
as in the proof of Theorem 9 with the following changes: 
(1) The symbol t3 is added to the alphabet T of G, and the symbol 
z 1 to V -- T. 
(2) If (z, (7, k)) is in P~,  then add (z, 7z 1) and (z ~, ~) to P. If 
(z, (k, ~)) is in P~, then add (z, ~7) and (z*, ~) to P. 
The added strength of this theorem is in that the parsing of any string 
in L(G) is specified by the fl marker. Q.E.D. 
Unfortunately, the converse of Theorem 12 is not true. 
DEFINITION 12. A language L is a E-language if all strings in L are of 
the form xfly where f~ is not in the alphabet over which x and y are 
encoded. 
PROPOSITION. There exists an SLG G such that L( G) is a S-language 
but the set {{x, y): xfly ~ is in L(G)} is not in N2 . 
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Proof. Let G = (V, T U {B}, ¢0, P) where 
(1) V -- (TU  {B}) = {¢o,¢,,¢=} 
(2) T = {0, 11 
(3) P = {(¢0,0~o), (¢0, B¢1), (¢1,0¢2), (z=, ¢11), (¢=, 1)}. 
Obviously, L(G) = {0kB0~l'~: k => 0, m => 1}. By Corollary 1.2, 
{(0 ~, 1"0~}: k >= 0, m => 1} is not in N2 since the projection on the second 
coordinate is not regular. 
However, one can define a restricted subclass of L which admits a con- 
verse to Theorem 12. 
DEFINITION 13. An SLGG = (V, TU{B}, ¢o, P) is B-linear if 
P _G (V - (T U {B})) X (T (V  -- (T U {B})) U (V - (T U {B}))T 
u {B}). 
L(G) is B-linear if it is generated by a ~-Knear SLG. 
Intuitively, G is B-linear if the only terminal rules of G are of the form 
(¢, B), and L(G) is a B-language. 
Note. One can show that the class of B-linear languages i coextensive 
with the class of B-CFL's such that both {x: (74 y)xBy is in L} and 
{y: (3 x)xBy is in L} are regular sets. 
Remark 3. L(G) as constructed in Theorem 12 is a B-linear language. 
We are now in a position to prove the converse of Theorem 12. (That 
is a full converse follows from the Remark.) 
THEOREM 13. I f  G is a B-linear grammar, then one can effectively 
find a 2-NDA A such that T(A ) = {{x, y): xgty r is in L(G)I. 
Proof. Let G = (V, T U {B}, z0, P )be  a B-linear grammar, and let 
G 1 = (V I, T U {B}, ¢0, p1) be the corresponding B-linear SLG. We 
construct an RG H = (W, S, ¢o, Pn) which generates T(A) as follows: 
(1) W= (P -  (TU I5}) )  U(TXA)  U(AX T); 
(2) 8 = (T X A) U (A X T); 
(3) Ps  is obtained from p1 as follows: 
(a) If (¢o, B) is in p1, then (¢0, {X, k)) is in PH (we expand the defini- 
tion of RG to allow such "null" rules). 
(b) If (¢1, y¢2) is in p1, where ¢1, ¢~ are in V 1 - (T U {fl}) and -~ is 
in T, then (¢1, {'~, X)¢2) is in P . .  If, moreover, (¢2, 2) is in P~, then 
(¢1, {3', X)) is also in PH. 
(e) If (al, a2y) isin p1, where¢l, ¢~, arein V 1 - (T U {B}) ands, is 
in T, then (al, (X, 3,)¢=) is in P , .  If, moreover, (¢=, B) is in P~, then 
(¢1, (~, ~,)) is also in P,,.  
(d) P ,  is exhausted by (a), (b), and (c). 
Thus, in effect, we anticipate the occurrence of the B marker to obtain 
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the terminal rules of H. Clearly, H is an RG and L(H)  = {(x, y}: x~y ~ 
is in L(G) }. Q.E.D. 
Let A be a subset of I2, and let L~ = {x~yT: (X, y) is in A}. Let L 
be a subset of ~*{~}~*, and let AL = {(x, yr}: xfiy is in L}. Theorems 
12 and 13 may now be combined as follows: 
TI~EORE~I 14. (1) A is in N2 if, and only if, L~t is a ~-linear language. 
(2) L is fl-linear, if, and only if, A~ is in N~. 
IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE CORRESPONDENCES 
6.1. Very often it is much easier to argue that certain sets or classes 
of sets are definable by a given class of machines than to show them to 
be generable by a given class of grammars. Alternatively, it is often 
simpler to construct counterexamples in terms of a class of languages 
than for a class of machines. Thus, the existence of both a machine- and 
language-oriented method of proving properties of sets often leads to 
simplified proofs. We present wo theorems about linear CFL's, the 
proofs of which are simplified by the correspondences developed in 
Section III. 
THEOREM 15. The class of linear CFL's is 
( i )  closed under reversal 
(2) not closed under concatenation. 
Proof. (1) Let L be a linear CFL, and let A L be the set in N~ cor- 
responding to L (as in Theorem 10). 
Since by Theorem 3, AL r is also in N2, we have, by Theorem 9, that 
L T must also be a linear CFL. 
(2) Since A = { (0, 1}} * is obviously in N2, the set L~ = {0~1~: n > 0} 
must be a linear CFL by Theorem 9. We claim that LA ~ = {0~l~0klk: 
/C, n > 0} is not a linear CFL (although it is a CFL). It  will follow that 
the class of linear CFL's is not closed under concatenation. 
If LA 2 were a linear CFL, it would follow that there is a parsing xy of 
every string z in LA 2 so that {(x, yr}} so obtained is in N2. It is, however, 
obvious that there exists no such uniform parsing which would main- 
tain the regularity of the projections on both coordinates. 
THEOREM 16. The following problems are unsolvable for linear CFL's 
L1 and L2 : 
(1) Is L1 = ~*? 
(2) Is L1 regular? 
(3) Is L1 accepted by a deterministic PDA? 
(4) IsL1 NL2 = ~? 
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(5) I sL I~  L2? 
(6) I sL1  = L27 
Proof. The proofs follow immediately from Theorems 6, 9, and the 
proof of Theorem 7. 
4.2. We shall investigate the implications of the correspondences of 
Section II I  for characterizing the class of linear CFL's. 
DEFINITION 14. Let K and L be E-linear CFL's. We define: 
(a) K o L = {(wx)f l(zy):  w~y is in K and x~z is in L}. 
(b) K ~ = {~} UK UKoK UKoKoK U . . .  , the union being over 
all finite applications of o. Since the operation o is clearly associative, 
the expression for K c may be written without parentheses. 
DEFINITION ][5. Let A = {(x, y}}. Then we shall say that 
A -~ {x~y~': (x, y} is in A}. 
(We read "=-" as "corresponds to".) 
The importance of the operations introduced in Definition 14 is 
made more transparent by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be subsets of I2 = [Z*]2, and let A -~ L~ and 
B - LB. Then, 
(1) A UB-  LAULB.  
(2) AB  ~ L.~ o L , .  
(3) A* ~ LA ~. 
Proof. ( 1 ) A U ~ = { (x, y}: (x, y} is in A or in B} 
L.~ U LB = {x~yr: (x, y} is in A or in B}. 
(2) AB  = {(wx, yz}:(w, y} is in A and (x, z} is in B}. 
By definition, AB ~ L.4, where 
LAB = {wx~(YZ)r: (WX, yz} is in AB} 
= {wxflzry~': (wx, yz) is in AB}.  
But since 
and 
La = {wflyr: (w, y} is in A} 
Lz = {x~zr: (x, z} is in B}, 
it follows from Definition 14 that 
T T L,~ o LB = {wxflz y : x~z is in L,  and wily is in L.I}. 
Thus L~B = La o Lz as was claimed. 
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(3) follows from (1), (2), and the fact that A -- {~}. Q. E. D. 
Since Is = [~.]2 _ Z.{~}Z., we obtain the following characterization 
of the ~-linear languages. 
TttEOREM 17. The class of fl-linear languages is the smallest class of 
subsets of ~*{~}Z*, containing the finite sets, which is closed under a 
finite number of applications of union, o, and ~ 
Proof. Theorems 4 and 14, and Lemma 2. 
It is now obvious that one can now define an analogue of regular 
expressions which would characterize the ¢Minear CFL's. 
DEFINITION 16. A fi-linear expression over Z is defined thus: 
(1) Any element of (Z U {X}){C/}(z O {X}) is a/5-linear expression. 
(2) If A and B are ¢Minear expressions, then so are A U B, A o B, 
and A °. 
(3) All ~-linear expressions can be obtained by a finite number of 
applications of (1) and (2). 
Theorem 17 can now be paraphrased. 
TI~EOREM 17 r. The class of ~-linear languages is precisely the class of 
fl-linear expressions. 
Definition 14, and, hence, Theorems 17 and 17' depend only on the 
ability to effectively parse the strings in the linear language L; i.e., on 
the ability to find the "center" of the string. It follows that the/3 marker 
has no intrinsic significance aside from indicating the parsing. Thus, 
Definitions 14 and 15, Lemma 2, and Theorem 17 can be modified to give 
a characterization f any "effectively parsable" subclass of the linear 
CFL's. In particular, the results of Amar and Putzolu (1964, 1965) 
represent a special ease of the present development since their even linear 
grammars and k-linear grammars obviously enjoy this property of being 
effectively parsable. 
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